
Add the word language to these sentences.

 
Can you speak another                      ?  

Mia uses sign                     to communicate. 

Is French a difficult                       to learn? 

I would like to learn another 
                          . 

Trace the word language. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word language. 

 
 
 

How many smaller words can you make 
using the letters from the word language?

 
 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word language as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word language. 
 

 languige               langwage                 langauge

Write the syllables of the word 
language inside the hands.

Which letter from the word language 
is missing below?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: language 1

Complete the word language.

 language

u l

   lan            la       a               age        gu       

Which word class does the 
word language belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

aa

n eg



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: leisure 2

Add the word leisure to these sentences.

 
What do you do in your                       time? 

 
My favourite                      activity is bowling. 

Read the book at your                     . 
                      

We enjoy our                     time together.

Trace the word leisure. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word leisure. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word leisure.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own statement containing the word leisure as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word leisure.

   leishure                  lesure     leischure

Write the syllables of the word 
leisure inside the hands.

Which letter from the word leisure is 
missing below?

Complete the word leisure.

leisure      lei          le       u                ure         s       

Which word class does the 
word leisure belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

url

s ei



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: lightning 3

Add the word lightning to these sentences. 
 
 

A flash of                         lit the room.

 
The tree fell after it was hit by                   .

 
Did you see the                        last night? 

As quick as                , he finished his cake.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word lightning. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
lightning inside the hands.

Which letter from the word lightning 
is missing below?

Which word classes does the 
word lightning belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

i lti

g gn h

Trace the word lightning. 
 

How many smaller words can you make 
using the letters from the word lightning?

 
 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word lightning as an adjective.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word lightning. 
 

  litening               lightening                 lighting

Complete the word lightning.

 lightning     light      lig        i              ning        tn       



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: marvellous 4

Add the word marvellous to these sentences. 
 

How                   ! 

 
I had a                    view of the  

Eiffel Tower.

 
What is that                         smell?

 
Tia made a                        cake today.

Trace the word marvellous. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word marvellous. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for 
the word marvellous.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 

Write your own statement containing the word marvellous as an adjective.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word marvellous.

  marvelouse   marvelous   marvallous

Write the syllables of the word 
marvellous inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
marvellous is missing below?

Complete the word marvellous.

 marvellous marvel       mar      lo              lous         el       

Which word class does the 
word marvellous belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

u lvm

s ao e

r



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: mischievous 5

Add the word mischievous to these sentences. 
 

Eli is a                      child. 

He gave me a                     smile. 

How                        is your new kitten? 

What a                        thing to do?

Trace the word mischievous. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word mischievous. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word mischievous belong to? 

Write your own statement containing the word mischievous as an adjective.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word mischievous.

 mischievious   mischeivous  misschevious

Write the syllables of the word 
mischievous inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
mischievous is missing below?

Complete the word mischievous.

  mischievous

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

  mischi       mis      vo               vous       hi         

u mvi

c hs o

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word mischievous.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 

e

i


